
A partnership that goes  
to great heights.
The Highlights 
• The Sky Guys: Drone specialists for industrial and corporate clients  

• Growing tech-based business required upgraded network solutions  

• Technical assessment and close partnership was needed to determine    
  ideal solution  

•  Cogeco Account Executive helped lead them to a reliable, fast, and secure 
Dedicated Fibre Network Internet connection that was scalable for growth

•  Continued partnership ensures constantly evolving solutions  
for a constantly evolving company and industry



About The Sky Guys 
The Sky Guys was founded in early 2015 as the commercial use of drones and UAS (unmanned aerial systems) began  

to boom rapidly. Now a leader in UAS solutions for business clients, they’ve developed their own proprietary technology 

and software to service a wide breadth of industries, ranging from urban development to natural resources, and 

even humanitarian efforts. Though their head office is based in Oakville, The Sky Guys’ solutions have given them an 

international reputation that has led to partnerships across the globe. As leaders in a rapidly growing industry, their  

need for a network provider who was reliable and adaptive to their continuing growth was vital to their success.

The Challenge 

In an industry driven by technology, as The Sky Guys began to expand globally, their need for a network with speeds and 

bandwidth for rapid delivery of extremely large files and data was crucial to their business development. Coming from 

humble beginnings, they quickly outgrew their Co-Ax Internet solution that allowed for download speeds of 250 Mbps 

and upload speeds of 20 Mbps. This solution had been more than sufficient for what The Sky Guys founders needed in 

their past experience in real estate. The technical demands in their new industry, especially at the rate in which they were 

growing, required them to seek out assistance in evaluating what their technical needs really were, and how they could  

get the best return on investment with that solution.

How we assessed their needs 

Cogeco Business Solutions believes that no two businesses are alike. Because every business has a unique set of technical 

needs, our Account Executives play a vital role in helping our partners find the best solution. Augustine Mathias is the 

Cogeco Account Executive who partnered up with The Sky Guys to help them assess their network requirements.

As a Cogeco Account Executive, Augustine researches the business, looks at their network, and works closely with 

the business to understand what the clients need. Augustine identified The Sky Guys’ pain points after a few initial 

conversations: “[The solution they had was] reliable but cannot keep pace with their demand,” said Augustine, “and 

moreover the speeds were not guaranteed… bandwidth was certainly a challenge for them. Plus, there was no SLA  

(service level agreement) governing this product, which means if the service was to go down, there was no guaranteed 

time in which it would be repaired.”

While speaking with Adam Sax, President and CEO of The Sky Guys, Augustine also understood that the young company 

had value in mind, as well. Augustine’s research impressed Adam, and he appreciated the level of understanding Augustine 

had about their needs, feeling confident that he was being offered the solution that was truly best for his company’s 

continuing growth and success.



Products and Solutions
Adam and Augustine agreed that The Sky Guys needed to move to a Dedicated Fibre Optic Internet network: “I felt Internet was 

critical to their business and they required higher speeds and better bandwidths,” said Augustine, “Cogeco Fibre network is 

a smart network which has an inbuilt redundancy factor that makes the Internet unfailable with a robust 99.999% uptime 

guarantee on our core network.” The Sky Guys opted for a 200 Mbps symmetrical package that was scalable up to 1 GB so 

they could adapt as the company continues to grow. Planners were engaged to run Fibre directly to their office, as a direct 

Fibre connection would provide the most reliable and fast connection possible. 

Once installed and connected, the Dedicated Fibre Optic Internet connection provided The Sky Guys with the speed, 

consistency, and reliability they needed, along with the peace of mind of an SLA. In addition to the bandwidth they needed  

for large-file transfer and technology-based services, the solution also would allow for seamless voice or video calling to make 

day-to-day operations with international clients easier.

Continuing the Partnership 
Getting their business partners set up is just the beginning for our Account Executives. Augustine remains the Account 

Executive on The Sky Guys Cogeco service, to ensure their solutions continues to meet their evolving needs. He follows up 

with them periodically to touch base and help them find additional solutions as their company continues to grow. Additionally, 

with well-equipped technical support located nearby, having a local provider that is based in Oakville means that any technical 

difficulties or service outages are remedied efficiently and effectively.

The Results 

Since working with Augustine and Cogeco, The Sky Guys’ business continues to flourish, as has the partnership. According  

to Augustine, “When Internet is critical to the business, you need a partner who understands the requirements better and  

has the capability to respond quicker.” We’re proud of our continuing partnership with this Amazing business, the trust they 

place in us, and the role we’ve played in their continuing success.


